2 days Program Masterclass David Dubnitskiy – Austria
The 1st day / 09th February 2019
10 am to about 6 pm:
The theoretical part:
- components of a successful photographer: Goals
and their achievement with a few examples;
- the definition of good and mediocre photos. Stages
of moving from quantity to quality;
- the artistic component, emotions and mood in the
photo. Technical ways of implementing these
components during the photo shooting;
- sources of inspiration and ideas for photos,
ready-made recipes;
- creating plots and stories in photos, simple and complex examples;
- composition and colors, visual and meaning accents. How to construct a frame,
understanding what you do and to fill it with details;
- topic “about models”. Models search and cooperation, special moments in work in the
“nude” genre, motivation and mistakes that should be avoided;
- monetization of photos, search for clients;
- features of the promotion in Instagram based on own experience - 300,000 live
subscribers during the 2018th year without a single coin of investments and without
cheating.
A full photo-session with a model in the Morgan workshop:
- creating an image, plot and story in a photo with the elements of "nude" and a practical
implementation;
- work with backlight and a reflector;
- work with the model. Each participant will have the chance and time to work with the
model by his own.

2 days Program Masterclass David Dubnitskiy – Austria

The 2nd day / 10th February 2019
11 o'clock - about 18 o'clock
An extensive photo session in the Morgan workshop / showroom
- Creating a photo series with act elements in practical implementation;
- work with the model. Each participant has the opportunity and the time with the model
to work alone.

Post-processing of photos
- creating the mood that we want to get from this photo, using post-processing;
- visual and meaning accents and how to change them;
- fast artistic processing with plugins;
- creating light effects and a "soft" image, film effect.

Here few impressions of the exciting location of Morgan Austria in 2521 Trumau:

